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1. ----, he was foremost an inventor and more

2. ----, you can work on extinguishing any

interested in attracting public interest in his

undesirable behaviours.

work than advancing scientific knowledge.

A) Unless you proceed to the interviewer’s office

A) When the philosopher Alfred North Whitehead

for your interview

famously credited Thomas Edison with the

B) Although previous work experience is sought by

discovery of a method of invention

almost all employers nowadays

B) While Thomas Edison saw himself as a member

C) Once you are able to see yourself interacting

of the larger scientific community and presented

with others

papers before the National Academy of Sciences
C) As Thomas Edison began his inventive career
by becoming a contract inventor in the telegraph
industry after working as a telegraph operator in
the mid-1860s

D) Whereas there is much to be learned about
human nature in general
E) Just as any communicative event requires at
least one person to be around

D) Because Thomas Edison depended more on the
assistance of a large staff of experimenters and
machinists who made important contributions to

3. ---- he is well known to future generations
mostly because of his treasure-filled tomb,
which was discovered intact in 1922.

his inventive efforts
E) Although reputation was significant for Thomas
Edison, particularly because of his popular image
as the primary inventor of several new technologies

A) After King Tutankhamun's body was
mummified and placed in a series of coffins
B) Although the grave goods accompanying King
Tutankhamun to the afterlife tell much about daily
life then
C) While King Tutankhamun had little opportunity
to achieve greatness in his short life of 18 years
D) Because King Tutankhamun died from a
fracture in his left leg that became infected with
gangrene
E) When King Tutankhamun was still a child and
under the influence of advisers
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4. -----, it will not be possible to turn a draft into

6. ----, coffee is surely known to stimulate the

a finished piece of work.

nervous system, acting on both mental and

A) Although an author may have a hard time
evaluating what he or she has written

physical functioning.
A) Because it is recommended for some digestive
problems

B) Even if an author thinks that characterisation is

B) If the properties of caffeine need to be more

poor in his or her work

scientifically evaluated

C) Unless an author knows the strengths

C) Given that excessive coffee consumption leads

and weaknesses of a manuscript

to insomnia and anxiety

D) Because an author should realise that revision
turns an amateur into a professional

D) While its effects on sleep may vary from one
individual to another
E) As many women suffering from bladder pain

E) When rewriting and polishing lead an

agree that caffeine drinks irritate a sensitive

author to produce a good novel

bladder

5. ----, other changes such as habitat destruction

7. ----, many of the main tourist attractions in

and hunting threaten individual species.

London are fairly close to one another.

A) Although volcanoes erupt and meteorites hit the

A) Although the city is much more spread out than

Earth

other European capitals

B) While global warming, acid rain and holes in

B) Now that hotel prices tend to stay high all year

the ozone layer can affect the entire life on the

round

planet

C) As the city is facing an increasing migration

C) Because life first appeared on the Earth more

problem

than 3,5 billion years ago

D) Given that the routes for many places will take

D) As soon as atmospheric gases become part of

you to the past

the water cycle and are carried by the wind

E) Despite the fact that it is an excellent city for

E) Though it is difficult to adapt to the harmful

walkers with its parks

materials released into the environment
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8. ----, Indian culture was primarily oral, with a

10. ----, not only cell operators but also law

high value placed on recounting tales and

enforcement have come under fire for exploiting

dreams.

personal data without the user’s knowledge.

A) No matter how extraordinarily diverse Indian

A) After the companies have agreed widely on

customs and culture have been

privacy policies

B) As native American Indians evolved into

B) Although law enforcement units permit users to

complex hierarchical societies that practiced

reach all sites

human sacrifice

C) Since market demand is driving some of the

C) Even though the first Indians began constructing

biggest collectors of data into piracy

earthen burial sites and fortifications around 600

D) As smart phones’ tracking abilities have become

BC

more sophisticated

D) If all European emigrants had left their

E) Now that banking transactions via mobile

homelands to escape political oppression

devices are almost completely secure

E) Although some North American tribes
developed a type of hieroglyphics to preserve
certain texts

Cevap Anahtarı
1 B

9. ---- your body will be supplied with higher

2 C

levels of energy and become more resistant to

3 C

diseases.

4 C

A) Just as a number of supplements can be used to

5 B

Açıklamalı çözüm
videosu için kodu
tarayınız.

6 D

make up for calcium deficiency
B) Even if you change your eating habits and avoid
living a stressful life

7 A
8 E
9 D

C) Although you have routine blood-pressure or

10 D

cholesterol level checks
D) Once you get used to consuming vitamin-rich
vegetables like broccoli and cabbage
E) Unless you strengthen your muscles and bones
through regular exercise
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